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C_LOCONVERTER ON TI_EALL-ELECTRICAIRPLANE

Robert C. Webb

Ceheral Electric Company P
Binghampton, New York 13902

This paper discusses the applicationof a cycleconverterto a permanent-
magnet generator. Recent developments,advanced concepts, and advanced tech-
nology sy"Lems will be covered. Recent developments include permanent magnets,
permanent-magnetmotors and generators, and power semiconductors.

Figure I compares the coercive force as a function of induction for three
magnets. In the 1970's a revolutionarybreakthroughwas made in magnet level-

: opment that allowed them to be applied to high-powermotors and generators.
When the permanent m_gnet is used in a high-power generator, the control

_ermanent-magnetgeneratur apd exciter can be removed, as shown in figure 2.
Fhe generator is significantlysimplified and its efficiency increased. Fig-
ure 3 compares two 60-kVA-ratedgenerator rotors of comparable speed range. A
current wire-wound system and a permanent-magnetsystem are essentially equal
in weight, but the advances in magnet technology indicate that the energy
product will increase. This wi'l allow the use of smaller magnets; it will
minimize the containment, and it will increase speed. The result will be a
lighterweight motor Gr generator. Current rotor technology is based on blocks

• of permanent-magnetmaterial made into disks or wheels as shown in figure 4.
(It will probably not change much.) This allows some flexibility in changing
ratings by changing the numoer of wheels or disks.

For the last 15 years of cycloconverterwork variously rated generators
have used stud-mountedsilicon-controlledrectifiers (SCR) (shown in fig. 5)
mounted on a heat plate. This is a fairly common technology, but it has
created a cooling penalty. The bases on all of these SCR's were hot and also
had to be electrically isolated. Conducting the heat through the electrical
isolation is difficult and inefficient.

On the left of figure 6 is an SCR power module that GE developed, built,
and tested under a program sponsored by the Wright Patterson Aeropropulsion
Leboratory. We teok the C158 SCR and put it in a module with a dry interface.
Typically,dry interfacestend to create a problem because of the differential
expansionrates. Therefore we used structuredcopper in a hermeticallysealed
case and beryllium; so the base of the unit is electrically isolated but has
an excellent thermdl path as judged by er.istingtechnology. On the right in _

, figur_ 6 is an SCR developed in the last few year_. Until very recently tran- '
sisto_ with sufficientpower range in an individualdevice were not readily
available to apply in power conditioningfor aircraft electrical systen_s. The

• device is a 450-V, 200-A device.
_ ! GE has spent some time working on package development Figure 7 shows a

I very small package - about an I-I12 in. long and I/2 in. wide - containing a
" t_ 450-V, 200-A device. This package has the same type of construction as the
i power module shown in the previous figure, and it provides the same benefits.
! GE's advanced concepts for future aircraft electrical systems are shown _

in figure 8. The generator could be either integratedwith the engine or
mounte_ on the accessorygearbox. We expect that military aircraft generators
would be more likely to be integratedand com,_""clalaircraft generatorsmore
likely to be accessory gearbox mounted. We have shown an unconditioned,or
wild, frequency and voltage bus to be used for distribution and for some loads
such as electric deicing• However, conditionedpower (115 V, three phase,
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400 Hz) will probably always be required and could be provided with either a
cyc!oconverteror adc link. _irect-currentloads could be provided from the
wild frequency and voltage bus through trans,ormer rectifier supplies. Some ..
of the larger loads such as actuators, fuel pumps, and environmentalcontrol
systems (ECS) could be driven by _Icctric motors. We expect that they would
use permanent-maGnetmotors with a cycloconve_teror dc link for speed control.
In selecting either cycloconvertersor dc link, an ac distribution system would
seem to favor the cycloconverterand a dc distribution system would favor the
dc link.

Figure 9 shows the installationof an integral starter-generatoron the
TF-34 engine. The study that developed this installationwas l;mited to
existing engines. Although the results were quite reasonable, they probably
could have been _en better had a new engine design been used. If an engine
is to be equipped _'_than integral starter-generator,the best approachwould
be to design the engine and the starter-generatortogether.

Three GE programs touched on briefly are the 60-kVA variable-speed,
constant-frequencyVSCF starter-generatorprogram, which is ongoing; the
150-kVA VSCF starter-generatorprogram, which has been completed, and the
140-hp PM brushlessmotor, which has been developed. The Wright Patterso_
AeropropulsionLaboratory is sponsoring a program to take the permanent-magnet
technology developed by GE dnd flight test it on two A-lO's over a l-year
period (fig. 10). This is th9 next step in the evolution of a permanent-
magnet starter-generatorsystem on an airplane. The large housing on the right
end of the generatorcontains a gearbox to match the generator speed to a
starter pad on the engine. The actual generator is quite small. The package
to the right of the generator contains the cycloconverterwhich controls the
generator during its use as a starter and also allows the two generators to be oG

paralleled. The cycloconverte_package is not a final flight desi_Figure 11 is an artist's rendering of a cross section of the _ZkVA
permanent-magnetgenerator. It is a high-speeddesign with a dry-cavity con-
struction. This eliminates the problem of oil getting into the air gap and of
trying to design effective bore seals and slingers. This construction does
require that the stator end turns depend on conduction for cooling. We used a
ccntained oil system for cooling, which is similar to the cooling systems on
other typ_s of generators.

The cycloconverterhas the inherentcapability of bidirectionalpower
•low {fiq. 12). Thus combining it with a permanent-magnetgenerator that does
not have an exitation problem at standstil_results in the ideal system for an
ac _tarter-generator. Only a minimal change in the cycloco;mverteris required
for rotor position sensing during standstill. The change in system weight is
insignificant. There is approximatelya 7-percent system part-count increase
and only a 4-percent decrease in reliability.

Figure 13 shows drag torque plotted against input drive shaft speed for
the TF-34 engine. It also shows the starter-generatoroutput torque. When GE
originally started this program, It was planned to have a 60-kVA system to go
on the A-IO. The A-tO has a 30140-kVA system. It was originallyconceived
that it would require 60 kVA to start the engine. With some of the circuit
and system improvementswe have been able to employ, the TF-34 can be started

_ at 40 to 45 kVA. how let me present so_ differences between the permanent-
magnet system and an alr-start system. An air-start system has a high impact
torque and a real decaying curve, so that at high speeds there would be minimal

_:',il torque. The electric starter-generatorconcept gives a much higher torque athigh speed. From lightoff to idle the starter-generatoris fdster than the
_ T air starter, but from initial rollover to _ightoff the reverse is true. For
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the TF-34 engine the electric starter-oeneratorwas a couple of seconds faster
than the air starter.

The A-tO program will have both engines dedicated to the 60-kVA system,
but the air-startersystem will be left on as a backup. The auxiliary power
unit (APU) will serve as a backup for electric power in case something goes
wrong with the generators because these are not fligh_ test airplanes. They
are tactical airplanes that will be used in their common training mission.
The configuration is shown in figure 14.

In 1981 we conducted an A-IO engine start test at the Air Guard open-air
test facility in Syracuse, New York. We have done numerous laboratorytests
where we simulate the engine drag-torquecurve. We have tested it with equiv-
alent generatorson a ground power cart, but we still did not know what would
happen in the flight test program. The Air Guard test was a way of minimizing
risks and finding out how well the system works. We used the standard Air
Force ground power cart, A/M32A-60, on an actual TF-34 engine. The test setup
is shown in figures 15 and 16.

We did three motorings before turning u,_the fuel and ignition to find
out how the system worked. Each time the system performed as had b_en antici-
pated; then we did a total of three starts. I was i_itially concerned that
the start times were so high. It turned out that the engine had a dead set of
ignitors and it was taking 11 to 12 sec for the fuel to ignite. The start
times were sti]1 2 to 3 sec faster than with the air starter.

In February 1982, we set up and ran a test at GE Lynn, where the TF-34 is
manufactured. We worked out an arra_§ementto do starting and generating as

__ part of their component improvementtest (CIT) on a new turbine section

(fig. 17). A diagram of the Lynn engine test cell is shown in figure 18. We
mounteda generator on the engine. The converter was on the catwalk above the f(_
engine. We wired the start switch and the disconnect switch into the engine
control console and fabricated a load bank with 30 kVA and a 0.7 power factor.
The choice of 30 kVA was based only on the availabilityof resistors and
inductorsto make that load bank.

Figure 16 shows AMT-IIIR, a factory test cycle used for accelerated life
testing. During this cycle the throttle goes from maximum to minimum power
nine times. This is followed by a slow deceleration, a return to idle, and a
5-min shutdown. Then the cycle is repeated. We thought - based on our labo-
ratory tests - that we could run the motoring in a continuous mode. The pres-
ent air-starter system has an overheati_igproblem if run continuously. There

_ is sufficientoil circulation in the idle position to cool the generator. The
cycloconverter is a fan-cooled device: whenever it operates in the start mode,

; the fans are on. Thus there was no limitationon cooling and we could use
extended motoring.

In a typical CIT program with the air-starter system, four or five fail-
ures occur during accelerated testing. We performed 434 electrical starts and

_ operated the converter for 432 hours with no failures and no unsuccessful

I starts. The system operated so smnothly that we were able to leave after the
first week and a half and allow the regular test personnel to conduct the

i nder of the testing.

'_:i remaiFigure 20 shows the 150-kVA VSCF starter-generatorsystem. On the basis_ of the drag-torque data availablefor the E engine, this starter-generator _
could provide acceptable start times for that engine. The Ea engine is very

! difficult to start because of its high cycle pressure ratio. The 150-kVA

starter-generatorwas built as a potential starter for the F-101 engine used
on the 8-I bomber. Figure 21 shows the cycloconverterused wit, the _50-kVA
starter-generator. The package is a laborator_design and t_erefore is larger
than a f11ght system would be.
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Weapplied this technology to a brushless, high-speed, permanent-mag_et
motor,shownin figure22. The motor,whichwas designeofor a torpedopropul-
sionprogram,won the 1981IR-IO0award. The motor produced5 hp/lbfor a
O.2-1b/hpspecificweight. The 504 powertransistorwas controlledoff a
battery,so it employedessentiallythe dc-linkapproach.

The trend is towardmoreelectrical,loadson airplanes.The electrical
systems on the airplanes in inventory today are not of sufficient size to start
manyof theseengines. On most new airplanes-- particularlythe new military
airplanes-- it appearsthat the electricalloadwillexceedthe startingload.
Permanentmagnetswill continueto be a realconsideration.Energyproducts
are indicatedto be rising. The onlyunfortunatefactorthere is thatall of
the significantresearchin magnetsis beingdone in Japan and the Peoples
Republicof China. Very littlesignificantwork is beingdone in the United
Statesinmy opinion. Largebrushlessmotorswill takeon a more and more
activerolein fuelpumps,environmentalcontrolsystems,otherpumps,and
actuators.The futureof hybridelectricpowergeneratingsystemsis not clear
cut. Evolutionof a generatorintegralwith the enginewillremainpeculiar
to militaryaircraft.
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Figure 2. - Comparison of wound and permanent-magnet (solid) VSCF systems.
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Figure3. - 60_kVAgeneratorrotors.
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-_ Figure4. - Diskof permanent-magnetmater_al.
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Figure lO. - 60-kVA VSCF starter-generator.
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Ft?ure l l. - Cross section, of 60-kYA starter-generator.
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Figure17. - Permanent-magnetVSCFsystemconcept- blJirectionalpowerflow.
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Figure 20. - l50-kVA VSCF starter-generator.
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Figure 21. - Cycloconverter for 150-kVA starter-generator.
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Description
Horsepower 141
Speed 20 K RPM
Weight 31 Ibs
Rotor Dia. 3.8 inches
Stack 2.8 inches

Figure 22, - Brush]ess, high-speed permanent-magnet motor.
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